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ABSTRACT

The growth in Information and communication technology (ICT) changed our lives and integrated a virtual world
into our professional lives as well. IoT has the potential to give a new direction to this by enabling the communication
between the physical objects and humans through internet. IoT is to be believed as the biggest revolution in technology
and the growth rate of IoT is 270% in last six year, which is much higher than the growth rate of smart mobile
phones. This research paper, studied about all the important aspects and atomic components related to IoT. In this
research paper, we explored the requirement related to full development of IoT. Later, this research paper focused
on research issues which are still open in IoT in terms of standardization, networking and security.

1. INTRODUCTION

In last decade, the computing world has experienced a revolution in technology which also has significant
impact on our daily lives as well. The smart phones, tablets and laptops became an integral part of our
professional and personal lives. The number of internet user increases significantly in this period. We have
enlarged emerging space of interconnected devices. This era of information and communication technology
(ICT) is not only focused on the nurturing of networks and communication between humans but also
facilities the connection between humans and things, to form a network of human and things termed as
Internet of Things (IoT). IoT to be believed as the biggest revolution in technology and the growth rate of
IoT is 270% in last six year, which is much higher than the growth rate of smart mobile phones [1]. Many
larger cooperate and even governments are funding for the research on IoT. In fact, IoT is going to play a
significant role in shaping up the smart cities. A home user is also going to be influenced by applications of
IoT such as smart thermostat, smart houses and smart cars etc. For corporate environment, IoT helps them
in enabling the computerization of their work and also provide a smarter and reliable environment for their
employee, which leads to the reduction of their expenses [2]. IoT is coming to achieve their above mentioned
objectives by proper combination and utilization of the existing technologies with each other such as smart
sensors and meters, and Radio Frequency Identifiers (RFIDs). These technologies are integrated into each
other to formulate a new embryonic behavior of IoT.

Before the thought of IoT being broadly acknowledged, many issues need to be tended and both technical
and social have to be unchained. One of the major issues is to make fully interoperable system consist of
various interconnected devices and provide them a higher degree of smartness while guaranteeing the
security for the same. This fascinating term IoT, unleashes several new problems in security and networking
field. In fact, the things which are integrated with each other to form IoT have the common characteristics
of low computation power and limited battery power. Accordingly, we have to propose solutions by
considering these above mentioned characteristics [4]. Many researchers are involved in developing solutions
for the technical requirement of IoT. This research paper gives an overview of the current start of art
technology on IoT. More specifically:
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• Discuss the vision of different researcher for IoT.

• A review of the technological benefits of IoT in daily life.

• Present an analysis on the major issues related to IoT, which faced by the research communities.

The main objective of this research paper is to give the readers a clear understanding of what protocols
and proposed solutions is already there for IoT. This research papers also discuss the various factors
responsible for the growth of IoT and the various limitations or risk factors associated with the same.

This research paper is organized as follow; Section 2 gives an introduction about the different visions
of IoT, which are proposed by different researchers and organizations. Section 3 discussed the diverse
factors which enable the IoT. Section 4 addressed the various applications, which are benefited in future by
the full deployment of the IoT idea. Section 5 focuses on the research issues related to the same such as
networking, security and standardization efforts of the services. Conclusion and future development of IoT
is discussed in Section 6.

2. VISUALIZATION OF IOT

Manifold definitions of Internet of Things traceable within the research community testify to the strong
interest in the IoT issue and to the vivacity of the debates on it. Upon browsing the literature available it is
concludes that a reader might face problems in understanding what actually is an IoT, what are various
basic concepts associated with IoT and what they really means, what are the technical and social challenges
arises during the complete deployment of IoT. Today the obvious fluffiness of the IoT is just because of the
given name “Internet of Things”. The given name syntactically composed of two different terms combined
together; the first foot forwards pushes us towards the network oriented hallucination of IoT while the
second one diverted the focus of reader towards generic objects which has to be integrated into the common
framework [4]. These two terms gives the reader a confused vision of IoT i.e. IoT is a framework which is
“internet oriented” or “things oriented”.

While defining IoT, researcher have to make sure that the words ‘‘Internet” and ‘‘Things”, is combined
together to introduces a disruptive level of innovation into today ICT world. Internet of Things simply
means a global network of interconnected things referred as objects as well. In this global network all
the heterogeneous objects or things, which are uniquely addressable and communication with each other
using defined protocols [5]. The very first concept of IoT is derived on the basis of ‘‘Things oriented”
perspective. Radio–Frequency Identification (RFID) tags are the first things which considered for the
development of the IoT concept. Firstly, Auto-ID labs targeted the development of IoT [6] and their
focus was to develop a global trading network which has improved object visibility i.e. the current status
and location of the objects can be easily traced. According to the authors of [7], RFID is their first choice
for implementing the concept of IoT due to their low cost and their world wide acceptance. The other
atomic components considered for the implementation of IoT are Near Field Communications (NFC)
and Wireless Sensor and Actuator Networks (WSAN). The research work carried out by [7] is not the
only one, who discussed about the vision of a things oriented network which is far beyond the concept of
RFID uses. During Tunis meeting in 2005, United Nations (UN) also talked about the new dawn of IoT,
which results in a new era of networks consists of various objects and this will eliminate the human
involvement in data exchange through internet [8].

Another IoT vision statement is also proposed by the consortium CASAGRAS [9] in which they also
talked about going beyond the RFID centric approach and proposed a global infrastructure. This proposed
global infrastructure will create a world, where the humans will communicate with various physical objects
through internet. The member of the same focused on developing a world, where the objects can communicate
with each other through internet and serves the society. In this sense, IoT becomes the natural enabling
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architecture for the deployment of independent federated services and applications, characterized by a high
degree of autonomous data capture, event transfer, network connectivity and interoperability. Later, IPSO
(IP for Smart Objects) Alliance [9] is also proposed another vision of IoT. The main objective of IPSO is
promoting the communication between smart objects around the world by using Internet Protocol (IP). The
same claimed that IP stack is suitable for communication between small and battery operated objects as it
is a light weight protocol consumes less power. The IPSO alliance guarantees that to make IoT a reality, IP
has all the desired qualities to support the implementation of IoT. By reading IPSO whitepapers, it seems
that through a wise IP adaptation and by incorporating IEEE 802.15.4 into the IP architecture, in the view
of 6LoWPAN [10], the full deployment of the IoT paradigm will be automatically enabled.

The extended vision of IoT is called as ‘‘Web of Things” [11]. In this extended vision of IoT, the
physical objects are integrated and connected through each other by using the web standards.

3. ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

The actual implementation of IoT is only possible by integrating the several available technologies into
each other. The main objective of this section is to give an overview of the most relevant technologies to
IoT and their role in implementation of IoT.

3.1. Sensing, Identifying and Communication technologies

The main vision behind the recent advancement in information and communication technology (ICT) is
‘‘Anytime, anywhere, any-media”. Wireless technologies played very significant role while achieving the
vision and as result of which, today the ratio between radios and humans is approx 1:1 [12]. Now, we are
entering into a new era of radio because of the reduction in their size, energy consumption, cost and weight.
In this era, radios are integrated into every object. Thus it will add “anything” to the above mentioned
vision which leads to the world of IoT. In this context, RFID can be one of the key components for IoT [13].
RFIDs are composed of readers and RFID tags. These RFID tags are identified by unique identifier and
these RFID tags are applied to the various objects to communication. Readers trigger the tag transmission
by generating an appropriate signal, which represents a query for the possible presence of tags in the
surrounding area and for the reception of their IDs. RFID systems are very well used in wide range of real
time applications such as healthcare and security, without being actually in line-of-sight. This feature of
RFID allows us to connect the real world to the virtual world.

The other key component which also play very important role in the making IoT a reality is Sensor
networks. Sensor Networks can be integrated with RFID to better track the status of objects i.e., their
location, temperature, movements, etc. Sensor networks are proposed to used into various real time
applications such as military applications, habitat or environment monitoring, intelligent transportation
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systems, and industrial plant monitoring. Almost all the commercial wireless sensor network solutions are
based on IEEE 802.15.4 standard. This standard defines the physical and MAC layers for low-power, low
bit rate communications in wireless personal area networks (WPAN) [14]. IEEE 802.15.4 does not include
specifications on the higher layers of the protocol stack, which is necessary for the seamless integration of
sensor nodes into the Internet.

Table 1 [4] provides a brief comparison of the various characteristics of RFID systems (RFID), wireless
sensor networks (WSN), and RFID sensor networks (RSN) [15]. Following are the observations based on
the comparison shown in table 1:

• The RFID systems are very compact and small in size and the lifetime of the RFID system are not
dependent of the battery duration.

• Wireless sensor networks provide a wide range of coverage and the mostly the communication is
peer to peer.

• RFID sensor networks are the combination of the advantages of the above mentioned systems and
used for sensing, computing and for communication.

3.2. Middleware

Middleware can be defined as the software layers punctuate between the technology and the applications
associated with the technology. The main objective of middleware is to hide the unnecessary details associated
with the technology. In last decade, the concept of middleware is gaining importance because of its nature
to simplify the development and integration process of the new service into the legacy application or
systems. The most promising middleware architecture proposed for IoT is based on Service Oriented
Architectures (SOA) approach. By embracing the SOA approach, decomposing of the complex and
monolithic systems or services into very simplified one [16]. SOA doesn’t focus on particular one specific
technology for the service implementation and as result of which hardware and software reuse it increased,
this reuse of the hardware and software will reduce the development cost and time [17]. Figure 1 [4], gives
an overview of SOA based architecture for IoT middleware. The shown architecture is focused on objects,
object abstraction, service composition and various applications etc.

Figure 1: IoT middleware architecture based on SOA
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4. APPLICATIONS

The real applications associated with IoT are still unfold because of the wide range of the potentialities
offered by IoT. A very small part of the applications are available nowadays and many other significant
applications are yet too implemented for the benefit of society. Such applications help us at home, work,
gym and travelling etc. The existing applications may be consists of intelligent objects but the communication
and information gathering from external environment among these objects are not available. The various
applications associated with IoT can be grouped into the following domains and shown in Figure 2:

• Healthcare

• Smart cities and Smart environment

• Personal and social

• Logistics including transportation

Figure 2: Various application domains related to IoT [4]

5. RESEARCH ISSUES

The various applications which are discussed in section 4, still requires lot of research to make it happen. In
this section, we will discuss the research issues which are still open in the field of networking, communication
and security related to IoT.

5.1. Standardization of the services or activities

Many researchers and scientific societies are working towards the standardization of IoT activities and
some the most relevant are Auto-ID Lab scattered [18, 19], European Standards Organizations (ETSI,
CEN, CENELEC, etc.), by their international counterparts (ISO, ITU), and by other standards bodies and
consortia (IETF, EPC global, etc.). Table 2 [4], gives brief descriptions of the most relevant standardization
of services related to IoT.

5.2. Networking Issues

IoT consist of large number of node and these nodes are used for producing and communicating data
irrespective of their positions. This whole scenario requires a very effective addressing mechanism. It is a
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well known fact that, IPv4 addresses is decreasing rapidly and will soon reach zero. Therefore, it is very
obvious that we need a different type of addressing mechanism for IoT. As already discussed in table 2, the
IPv6 addressing has been proposed for low-power wireless communication nodes within the 6LoWPAN
context. Address in IPv6 represented by 128 bits, which means the possible address for the same will be
1038. These possible addresses can be assigned to any objects in IoT. By using IPv6 as addressing scheme in
IoT, one of the major networking issues arises in form of integration between the RFID and IPv6. As per the
standardization of EPC global regarding RFID, an RFID tag uses 64 to 96 bit identifiers.

Different approaches are proposed [20] [21] [22] [23] regarding the integration of RFID and IPv6 to
support the implementation of IoT. In all the proposed approaches the issue of RFID mobility is not considered
and assumed that each RFID can be easily accessed through a gateway between the RFID system and
network. Now, we can clearly conclude that IoT need appropriate techniques to support the RFID mobility.
However, to support the mobility of RFID several solutions were proposed [24] but their validity in IoT
scenario is still in doubt as they having some serious issues regarding the scalability and adaptability in
harsh heterogeneous environment like IoT. Transport layer supports end-to-end reliability and congestion
control and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is used as protocol for the communication in traditional
internet. According to the requirement of IoT, a new conception of the transport layer is required to support
the communication in IoT. Due to the below mentioned reasons, TCP cannot be used as communication
protocol in IoT:

• Connection setup: As already discussed, IoT engrosses the small amount of data exchange between
physical objects consists of small computational power and limited battery power. TCP is focused
on the connection establishment at the starting of each session, which is unnecessary in case of
IoT as small amount is to be transferred. The connection setup requires the involvement of end
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terminals, which are physical objects in case of IoT having limited battery and computation
power [4].

• Congestion control: TCP is also responsible for congestion control during communication but in
case of IoT, the objects exchanges very small amount of data with each other in single sessions.
Due to the small amount of data exchange between physical objects, the concept of congestion
control in IoT is useless, in fact this may cause serious performance issues in IoT. The whole TCP
session will be concluded with the transmission of the first segment and the consequent reception
of the corresponding acknowledgement [4].

• Data buffering: During communication using TCP, TCP ensure that the data must be buffered at the
sender and receiver terminals because at senders end stored data is used in case of data lost and at
the receiver side data is stored for order delivery of packets. But in IoT the sender and receiver are
the physical objects having very small storage, this storage cannot buffer the data [4].

Another networking issue related to the implementation of IoT is traffic characterization. In IoT, we
are not aware about the characteristics of the data which going to be exchanged between physical objects
and humans, so it very difficult for us to design the network and protocol infrastructure for IoT. As it is
fundamental requirement to know about the traffic characteristics while designing the network
infrastructure and protocols. Obviously, this should be just a starting point and specific solutions for the
IoT should be introduced in the future.

5.3. Security Issues

Security is one the biggest hurdle for the implementation of IoT. The IoT concept is more vulnerable to the
attacks because firstly, In IoT scenario the most of the components are the physical objects which are
unattended most of the time and this will result in physical attacks on them. Secondly, the communication
in IoT is wireless, which attracts the eavesdropping. Third and the most important issue is that we cannot
implement complex and sophisticated security mechanism in IoT as they require more computation and
energy efficient devices and we already characterized the IoT devices as low computation and limited
battery powered devices [4].

More specifically, the major security issues in IoT are related to the authentication and data integrity.
Firstly, to achieve authentication in IoT is very difficult because most of the IoT visions are argued that
RFID is the basic technology used for implementation of IoT. The authentication process is very difficult to
implement in RFID systems because of the passive RFID tags cannot exchange the number messages
required for authentication i.e. cannot exchange some many messages with authentication server. In this
context, many security solutions are also proposed for the sensor networks as well [27], we are discussing
the security issues in sensor networks because sensor networks are also atomic components of IoT as well.
However, the proposed solution scan be applied in the case where the sensor nodes are the part of sensor
network and connected to external network for example internet through other nodes such as base station.
In IoT concept these sensor nodes are directly connected to the internet or external network as individual
and independent nodes so, it is very essentials to authenticate these nodes because they are not belong to a
networks, they communicated with each other as independent nodes. In the last few years, some solutions
have been proposed for RFID systems; however, they all have serious problems as described in [28].

Finally, on the basis of literature survey conducted for this research work, it has been observed that
most the security solutions proposed uses some kind of cryptographic methodologies. These cryptographic
algorithms consumes a significant amount of resources such as energy and computation power at both the
ends i.e. sender and receiver. These solutions cannot be used for providing security in IoT, as the atomic
components used for the IoT are RFID and sensors, which already characterized as devices with limited
battery and computation power. IoT requires a new set of solutions to solve the security issues regardless of
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the scarcity of resources. Some of the solutions are proposed for marinating the satisfactory level of security
in IoT for example light symmetric key cryptographic schemes [33, 34] for RFID systems and sensor
network scenarios [27]. However, as we already discussed, key management schemes are still at an early
stage (especially in the case of RFID) and require large research efforts.

6. CONCLUSION

The growth in Information and communication technology (ICT) changed our lives and integrated a virtual
world into our professional lives as well. IoT has the potential to give a new direction to this by enabling the
communication between the physical objects and humans through internet. This will lead us towards our
vision of ‘‘anytime, anywhere, any-media, anything” communications. In this research work it has been
observed that IoT can be considered a global network but it is significantly different from internet. In this
research work, we have studied all the important aspects related to IoT and also explore its future requirement.
We have also discussed the research issues which are still open in IoT in terms of standardization, networking
and security. Definitely, the current available technologies can form the firm base for making IoT a reality
but the current technologies do not exactly fit according to the IoT requirement of scalability and efficiency.
We believe that the interest shown by the various industries towards the IoT applications which can use for
their purpose open the gates for the research regarding standardization, networking and security.
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